A new theory is introduced to model the lipid membrane structure and stability both above and below the gel to liquid phase transition temperature. Recently, we elaborated a selfconsistent-field (SCF) theory, in which the full set of conformations was generated in a rotational isomeric state scheme and Boltzmann statistics was used to determine the statistical weight per conformation. In the present paper we also take into account that the anisotropic distribution of the molecules on the lattice induce a self-consistent anisotropic molecular field. This field, which is a function of the bond orientations, leads to an extra factor in the statistical weight of each conformation and is based on a generalization of Flory's and Di Marzio's analysis of systems with rigid rods. This elegant refinement follows from elementary statistics, is free of new adjustable parameters, and significantly improves details of the structure of the model membranes. To examine the properties of the SCAF (self-consistent anisotropic field) theory we use a model membrane built up by lecithin-like molecules composed of apolar and polar segments. The model has three nearest-neighbor interaction parameters of the FloryHuggins type, namely for the interaction between apolar segments and water, that between polar segments and water, and that between polar and apolar segments. A fourth parameter is the dihedral trans/gauche energy difference. The theory predicts a first order gel to liquid phase transition for the model membranes. Depending on the membrane concentration, both an intercalated (in the dilute regime) and a nonintercalated (in the concentrated regime) gel phase are observed. Detailed information on the various membrane phases is obtained. Order parameter and segment density profiles are given.
INTRODUCTION
Many biological processes depend on the physical properties of the bilayer membranes. One of the best known aspects of the bilayer membrane is that at a characteristic temperature an order to disorder phase change takes place. Many experimental and theoretical studies have been performed in order to understand this critical behavior. During the main phase transition, the membrane changes dramatically from a low temperature gel-like nature, in which the apolar tails are aligned, to a high temperature fluid-like nature, in which the apolar tails have considerable flexibility and disorder?-6 Recently, also intercalated gel phases have been found experimentally in which the tails of many lipids cross the center of the membrane and the CH 3 groups are found near the glycerol backbone of the lipids on the other side of the membrane.
-
9 Simultaneously, with the main gel to liquid phase transition, the membrane system changes from a low-temperature attractive state to a high-temperature state, where interaction between the membranes is repulsive so that the system is very soluble. The transition temperature or, rather, the very narrow temperature range, is known as the Kraft point. For some membrane systems, a (reversible) premelting transition is also observed. 3, 10 Theoretical studies on the gel to liquid phase transition proved that a cooperative gauche to trans transition of the apolar tails is thermodynamically possible.6.11-13 Until recently, no theory was able to account for both the intercalated and the nonintercalated gel phases, nor does any of them take the interaction between membranes into account. We will show that the new theory is general enough to account for the observed phenomena and provide detailed information on both of these effects.
Recently, we introduced a self-consistent-field theory for which the partition function is worked out with FloryHuggins-type approximations, namely Markov-like chain statistics combined with a local mean field assumption. 1 This theory successfully interpreted the force balance of the lipid membrane. We needed no artificial restrictions on the molecules in the system. The equilibrium membrane thickness is found from a thermodynamic analysis; a free membrane has a vanishing surface tension. 14.15 We were also able to extend our work to study aspects of morphological phenomena of associates of surfactants by introducing lattices with spherical or cylindrical geometry.16 For small molecules it is very important that the Markov-type statistics is extended to include the so-called rotational isomeric state scheme. In this approximation any five consecutive segments do not overlap. 14 Although the results were promising, a few problems remained. One of them is that the apolar tails in the interior of the membrane showed a melt-like behavior, so that the membranes found were too thin. Another problem was that the experimentally observed critical phase behavior of the membrane system was not reproduced.
A significant improvement of our theory for lipid membranes can be formulated and is elaborated in this paper. The novel idea is that the statistical weight of each conformation in the membrane is influenced by the orientation of neighboring chains. The molecules induce a self-consistent anisotropic molecular field which leads to an orientation dependent packing entropy. We derive the partition function in terms of the conformation distribution of the chain molecules. The maximum of the partition function is associated with the equilibrium distribution function and hence the equilibrium segment density and bond orientation profiles. With these segment density profiles a detailed study ofmembranes composed of model lecithin-like molecules is performed.
SELF-CONSISTENT ANISOTROPIC FIELD THEORY
Even short chain molecules have a huge number of possible spatial arrangements. In order to keep the number of conformations countable, a three-dimensional lattice composed oflattice sites with equal volume is used, to which the molecules in the system are confined. In this paper we will use a lattice with a flat lamellar geometry. The lattice layers are numbered z = 1, ... ,M and have L lattice sites each. In each layer inhomogeneities are disregarded, so that a mean field approximation for the interaction energy is appropriate. Each lattice site will be filled with either a solvent (water) molecule or a lipid (apolar or polar) segment. The coordination number of the lattice is Z. A fraction ,1,0 of these neighboring sites is in the same layer, a fraction ,1,_1 in a previous layer and a fraction ,1,1 in the following layer.
Chain molecules can have various types of composition. Lipid molecules are branched. They have a glycerol backbone onto which there are bound two apolar tails of 12 to 20 CH 2 segments each (actually, one of these segments is the terminal CH 3 segment) and one head group composed of polar and apolar segments. A complete lipid molecule is assumed to have r segments or, more exactly, the total volume ofthe lipid molecule is r lattice sites. In the following derivation we will discuss, for the sake of simplicity, linear chains only. Modifications of the molecular structure are easily incorporated in the model, as has been shown in earlier work. 14 and is composed of a combinatorial factor n, energetic and entropic contributions from gauche (or trans) configurations Q g, the interaction energy U(int), and chemical potentials {u j}. The corresponding quantities of the bulk phase of each pure component (the reference state) are indicated by an asterisk. The notation {n~} indicates a conformation distribution, i.e., the set of numbers which give the number of molecules in each conformation. The only restriction on such a set is that in each layer (z) the total number of segments and solvent molecules must equal the number of lattice sites in that layer.
In the "Results" section we will discuss membranes composed of lecithin-like molecules.
The partition function
The central issue is how the chain molecules distribute themselves in the system. In Ref. 17 a conformation is defined by specifying the lattice layers in which the consecutive segments are situated. It is worth realizing that each conformation defined in this way is degenerate, for in many cases more than one spatial configuration can be found that obeys this definition. However, in the present derivation of the partition function we decided to treat the various spatial configurations in each conformation individually. The choice is motivated by the fact that it does not effect the final result and the rotational isomeric state scheme is presented more easily in nondegenerate conformations. (We will still use the term conformations.) We denote the type of molecules in the system by (a subscript) i. For example, we use i = 1 for the solvent and i = 2 for the lipid molecules. When the number of segments rj in a chain of type iis larger than 1 and the first segment is fixed at a given lattice site, the other r, -1 segments have, in a rotational isomeric state scheme (third order Markov) approximation, Z 3 ('i -2) viable arrangements, since the first bond of the chain has Z possible directions, whereas all subsequent bonds have a choice of three directions each, chain backfolding being prohibited. Although the expressions below are essentially independent of the type oflattice, it is convenient to have a tetrahydral (diamond) lattice in mind, for which Z = 4, A_I = AI =!, and ,1,0 =!. See Ref. 14 for more details.
The total number of molecules of type i in conformation c is denoted by n~. A summation of n~' over all conformations gives n j , the total number of molecules of type i in the system. If the positions of all molecules of type i are known, the partition function can be calculated and our problem is solved. We will work out this procedure for a given but arbitrary set of conformations.
The grand canonical partition function can formally be written as
Energy
For a given set of conformations, the volume fractions of segments and solvent in each layer can be calculated. Each segment has interactions with its surrounding molecules. The energetic effects of these contacts are accounted for by Flory-Huggins energy parameters XXY. A Flory-Huggins parameter gives the energetic effect in units of kT of exchanging two types of segments (x and y) from their own environment (pure x or y, respectively) to the other. Therefore the FH parameters are zero when the segments are the same: Xxx = O. If molecules i are composed of different seg-ment types, the contact energy of a segment x in the reference state is given by kT2.yXx y rP;', where rP~ is the fraction of y segments in molecules i. The total interaction energy of the system is, in a mean field approximation, given by [(rPy (z» -rP;i] 
accounts for the energy of the total number of gauche configurations in the system.
Entropy
Next, we will be concerned with the derivation of the, somewhat more involving, combinatory factor for our system. Let us first place the molecules one after the other on the lattice, each having an arbitrary but specified conformation. This set of conformations {n~} has the only restriction that the total number of segments and solvent molecules in each layer equals L. The number of ways to distribute this set of conformations in the lattice contributes to the degeneracy and hence to the entropy of the system. Without excluded volume corrections of other molecules in the system a conformation c is L-fold degenerated, because the first segment has a choice between L starting points. However, the layer is empty only before the first segment is placed in a lattice layer. When subsequent segments are offered, one has to correct for the fact that not all lattice sites in this layer are vacant any longer. If at a certain moment in each lattice layer v(z) sites are filled with segments, only L -v(z) sites are unoccupied. The vacancy probability P "(z) determines whether a following segment can be placed on the lattice given the fractional occupation of this layer: Figure 1 illustrates Eq. C 5) for dimers on a square lattice. After k segments are placed into a certain layer, k -1 con- secutive corrections have been performed. Eventually, the number of ways to place all chain molecules of a given type i in the system is
The derivation will proceed by filling the remaining sites with other molecules (including the solvent molecules). Along similar lines, the original mean field theory was developed.
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A serious drawback of this approach is that the excluded volume of neighboring molecules is only roughly accounted for. Already in 1956 Flory showed that the Flory-Huggins theory could be generalized to treat rigid rod liquid crystals. 1M Di Marzio worked out the partition function of rigid rods on a lattice, 19,20 and recently, Van der Schoot showed that the work of Di Marzio can in principle be adapted for the present type of theories. 21 For this improvement not only the position of the segments must be known, but also the segment-segment bond orientations are to be traced. For this purpose, we introduce a notation for bond orientations. The bond orientations are supposed to follow the possible orientations in the lattice, denoted by a" = e" ,J" ,g" ,h ", ....
Each orientation a" can be divided into two opposite directions, denoted by a and a'. The number of bonds a" between layerszandz'aregivenbyna"Czlz') =nU(z) =na'(z') (the value of z' depends on the direction a). Thus, the number of bonds h from layer z to z + 1, the number of bonds h ' from layer z + 1 to z and the number of orientations h " are all equal: nh"(zlz + 1) = nh(z) = nh'(z + 1). When a chain is added to the lattice, the first segment is put on a vacant lattice site with probability [L -vCz) ]/ L. Then, simultaneously with the addition of each subsequent segment of the chain, an extra segment-segment bond also appears in the system.
The insight for the improved statistics is based on the fact that the va" Czlz') bonds already present in orientation a" (zlz') cannot block any next bond to be placed in directions a(z) or a'Cz'). The correction accounting for this is given by a factor L I (L -va" (z[z') ], because not L, but fewer sites are a priori accessible and hence the factor L y "" (zlz') normalizes the probability for the excluded volume correction of Eq. (6a). So in this case the vacancy probability P"(z) [ -va" (zlz') ]. See also Fig. 1 . An alternative argument when z' = z for this correction is as follows. Of all pairs in the same orientation as the direction of the bond to be placed, only one segment is visible and the other segment is hidden behind this one. The hidden segment cannot prevent the present bond from being placed into the indicated direction.
For each bond of a molecule a correction factor is introduced unless this bond is the first of its kind in the lattice. After all nj molecules are placed, the number of bonds in orientation a" (zlz') is na" (zlz') and thus there are ncr" (zlz') -I correction factors. Equation (6a) is replaced by
As a" (zlz') =.a" (z'lz) , the power! is necessary to compensate for double counting of bond orientations. For a dense highly oriented system, the numerical difference between Eqs. (6a) and (6b) is very large indeed. In this case our previous SCF theory underestimates the entropy, After adding the other molecules, including the solvent, and accounting for indistinguishability for the n~ molecules, the following expression for the combinatorial factor 0 is found:
It is easy to verify that, for the case of rigid rods (e.g., dimers), this result is identical to Eq. (Al) of Ref. 20, To recover the original equation for 0,17 just assume that all 2. j n j (r j -I) bonds are oriented in different orientations so that ncr" (zlz') = 1 and the last factor in Eq. (7) reduces to njL -11;(r,-I) . [Remember that Eq. (7) is in terms of spatial configurations rather than degenerate conformations. ]
As reference states, systems composed of pure molecules i are used. The combinatory factor 0 ~ for each state i is analogous to the one derived by Flory,22 extended with orientation effects as in Eq. (7):
where nf"* is the number of bonds in orientation a" in the anisotropic reference state of molecule i. As above, the contributions of the gauche and trans configurations in the reference state are incorporated in a canonical type of partition function:
The first bond of each molecule has a choice of Z directions, the subsequent bonds have each a choice of three directions, of which two are weighted according to the gauche-trans energy difference u g except for the second bond. Using Sterling'S approximation for the factorials, the entropy In (010 *) can be written in terms of the set {nn:
where q;a" (zlz') is the fraction of maximum bond density possible in the indicated orientation, and the division by 2 corrects for double countings. The chemical potentials are derived in the Appendix and read
The subscript xi refers to segment type x in molecule type i (if molecule type i has no segments x the corresponding values are zero). In Eq. (11) q;a"b 2. i ¢;7"b, rf" is the number of bonds molecule i has in orientation a" and the superscript b refers to the bulk solution.
In order to find the equilibrium distribution of conformations, we differentiate the free energy with respect to n~, given the boundary condition that each lattice layer is filled:
is differentiated with respect to n~. In equilibrium the derivative aj I an~' = 0 for all conformations. The result of the differentiation is for the combinatorial factor:
and for the gauche-trans configurations part of the canonical partition function: 
and finally,
As a result, the equilibrium number of molecules i in conformation c in the system can conveniently be written in the form
where G i (z,s) is a segment weighting factor which, if segment s of molecule i is of type x, is given by
where u' (z) = u" (z) -U"b so that G ~ is 1 in the bulk solution, and the weighting factors are properly normalized. In the bulk solution the lagrange parameter is
In Eq. (18) G 7 (z,sf") is the anisotropic weighting factor according to the orientation a" of bond number 1, between segment sand s -1 (bond numbers will be discussed in the next section). That is, if segment s -1 is in layer z':
For each orientation a" in the bulk ¢""b = (lIZ)~i¢f( 1 -lIr i ), provided that Z represents the number of different bond orientations.
Next, in Eg. (18) the normalization constant C i is for the grand canonical environment C i ¢~ (22) and in the case that the number of molecules in the system is given, i.e., in a canonical environment, the normalization is given by riGj(r j ) , (23) where Gi(rl)=~cA.7n:i~IG7(z,s)n:' 2G7(z,sf") is the total weighting factor of molecules i in the system and e i = ~z¢i (z) = ~cn7r,l L is the amount of molecules i in the system. As we will see below, G i (r l ) can be found without the explicit summation over all conformations.
Series expansion of Eq. (21) shows that the leading term is 1. When all other terms are neglected, which is acceptable for low values of ¢"" (zlz'), Eq. (18) 
Again by series expansion of ~~z~a" In G ""(zlz') and collecting only the leading terms, the isotropic SCF term 
SEGMENT DENSITY PROFILES
In order to obtain segment density profiles from the weighting factor profies, without the evaluation of Eq. (18) for each conformation, a recurrence procedure similar to the one described in Ref. 14 but for anisotropic systems will now be discussed. The rotational isomeric state scheme is performed in a tetrahedallattice for which Z = 4. Each lattice site has four bonds with neighboring sites, in spatial orientations e", f", gil, and h ", respectively. If a site has bonds in directions e,f, g, and h, then the neighboring sites must have neighbors in directions e',/', g', and h " respectively. Consequently, a walk through the lattice, consisting of steps from one lattice site to the other, alternates between directions indicated with and without primes. We define e and h' as directions from z to z -1, hand e' as directions from z to z + 1 andf" and gil as orientations in a layer. The symbols a", (J ", and y" are used to indicate arbitrary orientations in the lattice. We assign an orientation to each segment in the chain; it is determined by its bond directions: bond number 1 (pointing to lower ranking number) and bond number 2 (pointing to higher ranking number). orientation. If a third bond is again in the e" orientation the sequence of three bonds is a trans configuration and the other two possible orientations of the third bond are the two gauche configurations. The RIS scheme is conveniently written in terms of a recurrence relation which mathematically expresses the physical process of adding extra segments to a string which is already s -I segments long. Let us define a chain end distribution function G i (z,sf{3) which gives the statistical weight of finding segment s of a chain of type i in layer z with bond 1 of segment s in direction a connected to segment s' of the other s -1 segments, while bond 2 will be connected in direction,B to the next segment. As free (disconnected) segments have no preferential orientations, G(z,sa{3) = G(z,s) for all of the 24 possible orientations a,B. The chain end distribution function is given by
Note that, because the very first segment has a free bond 1 so that Gj (z, 1 f{3) = G(z, 1 a{3), all chain end distribution functions are found after r -1 operations as given by Eq. (25), provided that the free segment distribution functions G(z,s) and Ga"(zlz') are known. In Eq. (25) y"-a"-,B" is a sequence of bond orientations, which forms either a trans or a gauche configuration. Thus, A a"-{3"-y" equals A t if a" = y" and equals A 8 otherwise. Alternatively, the procedure of generating chain end distribution functions can be started at the other chain end, in which case the equivalent ofEq. (25) reads
As usual, the segment density profiles follow from the chain end distribution functions by a composition formula:
where Cj is a normalization constant which is discussed above, see Eqs. (22) and (23), and A a{3 ( = 1124) is the a priori fraction of segments in orientation a,B. The weighting factor for a chain of r segments in the system, as necessary in Eq. (23), is Gj(r l ) = kzkak{3A a{3Gj (z,rf{3) . When a summation over both a and ,B are performed in Eq. (26a) the segment density profiles are found. From Eq. (26a) we can select all segments which have bond 1 in orientation a":
ORDER PARAMETERS
Segment order parameters are defined as
In Eq. (28) the angular brackets indicate an ensemble average and <l>i (s) is the angle between the orientation of segment s of molecule i and the normal of the membrane. In our tetrahedallattice COS 2 [<I>i(S)] has only three possible values. Segment orientations e" h " and h "e" are parallel to the bilayer normal so that cos 2 (<I>e" h ") and cos 2 (<I>h "e") are un ity. Segments in orientationsJ" g" and g"J" are perpendicular to the bilayer normal and thus cOS 2 (<J>f"8") = COS 2 (<I>8"f") = 0, while segment orientations e" J" ,J" e", e" g" ,g" e", h "J", J" h ", h "g", andg" h " have an angle of 60 deg with respect to the normal with cos 2 (<I>/)" y") =!. The order parameter is conveniently calculated as 3 kzk "" k{3" cPi (z, sf/" )cos
Thus, if the probability of finding all segments in orientation e" h " or h "e" is I, the order parameter is 1. On the other hand, when all bonds are parallel to the bilayer, the order parameter is -0.5. A random bond distribution will result in an order parameter S(s) = o.
End segments do not have two bonds, and therefore their orientation is fully determined by the direction of the last bond. Equation (29) can be used for these segments when we assume that the free bond is randomly distributed over the three optical directions. As a consequence the order parameter of an end segment is between -0.25 (last bond in J" or g" orientation) and 0.25 (last bond in e" or h " orientation).
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
From an initial guess for the G x (z) and Ga" (zlz') weighting factors, segment densities cPx (z) and bond orientation profiles cPa" (zlz') can be calculated. With these profiles and an initial guess for the AI variables u' (z) the values of the weighting factors and the boundary conditions kxcPx (z) = 1 can be checked. An implicit set of simultaneous equations results, which can be solved by standard numerical techniques. 14 Near z = I and z = M reflecting boundaries are introduced, so that weighting factors and segment densities in layer z = 0 are exactly identical to the same quantities in layer z = I. At one of the boundary layers (z = I) we initiate the bilayer (by an appropriate guess of the weighting factor profile), so that with a proper choice of interaction parameters, an equilibrium membrane is formed with the boundary layer as its center. This has the effect that the membranes are symmetrical. Together with a reflecting boundary between layersz = Mandz = M + I the center to center membranemembrane distance is 2 M. For details of the reflecting boundaries we refer to Ref. 14.
As we showed before,14 free membranes have a vanishing excess free energy per surface area, or equivalently, a vanishing surface tension. For a given number of molecules per unit of surface area the excess free energy of the membrane is evaluated with Eg. (24). An extra iteration is started to find the number of molecules per unit of surface area for which A a = 0 and aA alae < O. For membranes in a frame this extra iteration is not performed, because these membranes cannot adapt their surface area. In such a case, either the equilibrium concentration or the number of molecules per surface area must be given to determine the normalization constant C from Eqs. (22) or (23), respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following we will first discuss some additional approximations that we have used to simplify the calculations. Subsequently, we will pay some attention to the choices of our energy parameters. Finally, results will be given for both singular and interacting membranes composed of lecithine-like molecules.
Some simplifications
In order to simplify the calculations, we have assumed that the number of bonds in orientationsf" andg", the orientations parallel to the bilayer, are always equal. This is probably not a severe limitation, because in the liquid phase this will be the case anyway and in the gel phase there will be only a very few bonds oriented parallel to the bilayer, so that no preference betweenf" and g" orientations will develop. For the e" and h " orientations, i.e., the bonds between segments in different layers, we applied a slightly different approximation. In the derivation of the partition function we treated each orientation separately. We assumed that two different orientations would only influence each other randomly. However, this is only the case when these orientations are perpendicular. Here we will treat the e" and h " orientations as mutually parallel. This has the consequence that they stimulate each other strongly and that the number of bonds in these orientations are equal.
Mathematically, these approximations are summarized as follows. Instead of Eq. (26a) we use for orientations gil :
¢(z,sf;U') = ¢(z,sGu') and ¢(z,sf;gn) = ¢(z,sf/')
(26b) and instead ofEq. (27a) we use for orientations e" and h":
The result is that we need only orientations e" andf" in our calculations, because orientations g" and h " are numerically equivalent withf" and e", respectively. We note that in the bulk solution similar assumptions are introduced which are important for a consistent normalization of the weighting factor as given in Eq. (21).
Energy parameters
The present paper will focus on lecithin-like molecules (denoted by i = 2) with the following architecture: 
A -Bq
here p is the number of apolar segments in each of the two tails, q the number of polar segments in the head group. The glycerol backbone is mimicked by a branched structure with two polar (B) segments and three apolar (A) segments. In the present analysis, we only distinguish between polar and apolar groups. The volume of a CH 3 is set equal to the volume of a CH 2 . The statistics of branched chains has been reported elsewhere.
14 The solvent (i 1) is modeled as a monomer without structure and is referred to as water ( W). The three types of segments in the system give rise to three FH interaction energy parameters. At T 300 K we choose XAW = 1.6, XBW = -0.3, and XAB 1.5. For the gauchetrans energy the value of u g 1 kTat T 275 K is used. All energy parameters are expected to be inversely proportional to the absolute temperature. The present set of energy parameters was found by comparison of known CMC data of surfactants with calculated ones. If> This set was also shown to give a satisfactory membrane behavior. 14 The XAB parameter promotes the separation between polar and apolar segments and thus contributes to the stability of the membrane system. It can be argued that the present SCAF theory needs a slightly different choice of these parameters because of the difference with respect to the SCF theory.
Unless stated otherwise, all membrane structures shown below, even the membranes interacting with each other, are equilibrium membranes without any surface tension (vanishing excess free energy A ()' per unit surface area). Figure 2 gives information about the excess amount of lipids per unit of area, which is a measure of the membrane thickness, and the equilibrium lipid concentration in the bulk solution as a function of the temperature for three homologous lecithins, i.e., p 14, p 16, and p = 18 segments per tail. The "loop" in Fig. 2(a) , which is more pronounced for longer tails, is characteristic for a first order phase transition. The longer the tails, the more pronounced the cooperativity of the transition is. Above the phase transition temperature the membrane thickness increases gradually with decreasing temperature, but below the transition the system is frozen and does not permit significant structural changes. In Fig. 2(b) we see that at the phase transition the slope of log ¢~ with temperature changes abruptly. This is also found experimentally.23 As to the tail length dependence we observe an increase in the phase transition temperature of about 4 deg per segment. In practical systems often a stronger temperature dependence is found. One of the reasons for the difference may be that our energy parameters actually represent free energy parameters and thus should be less dependent on liT than assumed. The "loops" shown in Fig. 2(a) are asymmetric. The lower bend is wider than the upper one. This is due to the higher density, hence lower compressibility, in the gel phase compared to that in the liquid phase.
NONINTERACTING MEMBRANES
We will study this transition in more detail, taking the p = 16, q = 3 lecithin molecule as a characteristic example. There are several differences between the two membranes. With respect to the liquid membrane, the density of the tails in the gel phase is about 7% higher. The center of the gel membrane is completely filled with tails. Water molecules penetrate the membrane only as far as the glycerol backbones, whereas in the liquid membrane some water is also present in the tail region. We believe that, in the present calculations, the amount of solvent in the liquid membranes is somewhat overestimated. This is due to the rather crude modeling of the water molecules (unpolarizable monomers not able to form H bonds). In addition to this, more realistic calculations would require accounting of free volume in the system. In the present system a low chain density in the liquid phase can only be obtained by allowing water molecules in the membrane. Both the incorporation of free volume and the development of a more advanced theory for the water phase, are left for future work. We now examine the gel and the liquid membranes of Fig. 3 in more detail. In Fig. 4 the gel state is illustrated. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the closer layer z to the branch point the more narrow and dense the segment distribution is. This is not very surprising, as the branch points connect tails and head groups which hardly mix. Closer inspection of Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) reveals that the tail closest to the head group [ Fig. 4(b) ] is lifted out by about half a layer with respect to the other tail. This is also found in experimental NMR work.24.25 The average difference in position of the two tail ends is less, but still 0.2 layers. In the gel phase [see graphs (d), (e), (f)] near the glycerol backbone this difference in position is about the same (0.54 layers) as in the liquid membrane, but the difference remains so all along the tails. The two end segments are still 0.5 layers apart. This is caused by the fact that in the gel phase the two tails are in all-trans conformations. Both in the gel and in the liquid membrane the tail ends cross the center of the membrane considerably. In the gel phase the tail ends reach as far as near the glycerol backbone at the opposite side. This enables the tail ends to have a little more space to occasionally form a gauche bond which is en tropically favorable. Therefore, for the very end of the tails again some disorder is found (see also Fig. 5 ).
In the liquid phase, at T = 325 K, the lipid molecules have on average 20 trans bonds, whereas in the gel phase 28.2 trans bonds are observed. The corresponding energy gain upon solidification is 7.5 kTper lipid molecule. As the packing of the tails is more condensed in the gel phase, also a change in contact energy can be expected. Not only the density of the tail region, but also the head group density is higher. As a consequence, the total contact energy changes from 41 kT per molecule (with respect to the reference state) for the liquid membrane to a more unfavorable 46.6 kTin the gel membrane. Thus we find a net gain in energy of about 2kT per molecule. In calorimetric experiments often 6-10 kTare reported for the main gel to liquid phase transiton.
3 This agreement is very promising, considering the many mutually compensating effects, the crude modeling of water molecules, and the neglect of free volume in the system.
The main emphasis of this paper is to study the apolar region of the bilayer rather than the polar head group region. We show order parameters for the apolar tails only. In Fig. 5 we give the order parameter profile of the segments in the tail most remote from the head group, for a lecithin-like molecule with p = 14. The order parameters of the other tail are not significantly different from the ones given in Fig. 5 . Both for the gel (at T = 300 K) and the liquid membrane (at T 330 K) the segment order parameters are fairly con- 
INTERACTING MEMBRANES
To investigate whether the present phase transition represents thermodynamically stable membrane systems, it is checked whether membranes are attractive or repulsive. proach each other, they are allowed to modify their surface area and equilibrium concentration to relax any induced surface tension. Therefore, the free energy of the system is "J.;J1;n; and A. log( ~~) is a qualitative measure of the interaction energy per lipid molecule. As can be seen, the equilibrium volume fraction increases when the membranes come closer to each other, indicating a repulsion between them. Liquid membranes are thinner than gel membranes, so that their interaction starts at shorter distances. As expected, the more rigid gel membranes are more repulsive than the liquid membranes.
The interaction between bilayers as given in Fig. 6 originates from the free energy of mixing only. Long range forces, which are expected to be different for the gel and the liquid membranes are not included in the present model. The gel membrane has a higher density of lipids than the liquid membrane and therefore the van der Waals attraction must be stronger for the gel than the liquid membranes. This can give rise to a local energy minimum in the interaction curves especially for the gel phase. In addition, we expect for the gel membranes less steric repulsion from undulations. Both arguments suggest that, with decreasing temperature, at the phase transition a change from a repulsive to a more attrac- 10-15 tive system is likely. A full analysis of the membrane-membrane interaction is beyond the scope of the present work.
In concentrated membrane systems membrane-membrane interaction is one of the most important physical factors which must be taken into account. For the gel phase this interaction is illustrated in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7 (a) the excess free energy is given as a function of ()~, the excess number of segments per surface site for various membrane-membrane distances (2M). Note that the value for () ~ cannot exceed 2M. The excess free energy is found to be zero for at least two values of () ~. The one at e ~ ; : : : : : 20 is a thermodynamically stable solution. The second point is unstable because at this point aA alae nO and the total free energy of the system is at a (local) maximum. For larger e ~ too many molecules are accommodated in the membrane and, as a consequence, it splits up into two separate membranes so that the membrane distance is arbitrary (thus the curve ends). Decreasing the distance between two membranes (2M) has no effect when the membranes are thin, i.e., at small () ~ values. Only for very thick membranes the division into two thin ones is blocked, due to the membrane-membrane interaction. In this situation there appears a new point for which the excess free energy is zero, i.e., where the membrane system is again thermodynamically stable. We call these (interacting) membranes stacked or, referring to their structure, spliced bilayers in contrast to the (noninteracting) intercalated bilayers.
0
Figure 7 (b) shows how the logarithm of the equilibrium lipid concentration depends on () ~ for the same systems. In agreement with Gibbs' law, variations in chemical potential and excess free energy have opposite signs. The equilibrium concentration for the stacked gel phase is higher than for the noninteracting gel phase. In Fig. 6 , the (intercalated) gel membranes showed a strong increase in chemical potential when they were forced to interact with each other. At the same overall lipid concentration, the spliced bilayers may be more favorable than the intercalated ones. This can be understood by realizing that the (thin) intercalated bilayers create more polar-apolar interfaces in the system than the (thick) spliced bilayers.
In Fig. 8 Fig. 8(c) ]. As expected, the membranes are much thicker than the noninteracting gel bilayers. These membranes are characterized by a dip in the tail density in the center of the membrane. This deficit of tail segments is compensated by an excess of solvent molecules and a few head groups in this region. With decreasing temperatures, the dip becomes less pronounced and eventually vanishes. As a consequence, the membrane thickness decreases with decreasing temperature. Such a decrease in membrane thickness is often reported in literature and is usually explained by a gradual pretransition where the tails start to tilt into given angles. Since in the present approach we have not allowed for cooperative tilt, the decrease in membrane thickness in Fig. 8 originates from the increase in chain density in the center. We cannot exclude that a tilt process would occur if we would not have made the simplifications as mentioned at the beginning of this section, i.e., if we would have treated all bond orientations separately. The individual segment density profiles of the spliced membrane at T = 290 K are given in Fig. 9 . In line with expectations, in this case only a few tail segments cross the center of the membrane occasionally. In the intercalated membrane we found that the positions of the two tails were mutually shifted by half a lattice layer. In Fig. 9 this shift is one lattice layer.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we showed that it is possible to obtain much detailed information on lipid membrane systems with the help of an ab initio statistical thermodynamical theory. Besides nearest-neighbor contact energies, the theory takes into account the anisotropic interaction between the molecules. With this extension cooperative phenomena like order to disorder phase transitions are reproduced. We showed that, when the temperature increases in a bilayer of model lecithin-like molecules, a first order gel to liquid phase transition takes place. An enthalpy drop of about 2 kTper molecule is found. Two types of gel phases are observed: in the dilute regime the bilayer tails are intercalated, whereas in a concentrated regime the membrane is spliced into two almost nonoverlapping lipid layers. For both types of gel membranes the tails have a very high degree of order (almost all-trans). The liquid membrane shows a weaker but still significant order. This implies that even in the center of the membrane the segments "feel" that they are attached to the head group. The order parameter profiles show a plateau over the entire tail. Only the tail ends have a lower order. Segment density profiles show that in all cases the tails cross the center of the membrane, even in the spliced membranes. Although the tails are in an all-trans conformation, there is a considerable spread in positions for the various segments. The chain density in the gel membranes is found to be about 7% higher than in the liquid membrane.
With respect to the results of our previous theory the present results show much more order in the bilayer. The extremely high segment density in the bilayer is responsible for this order, because at these high densities tails cannot choose their own orientations at random but are "pushed" by neighboring molecules in a given direction.
We believe that the results of the present theory holds promises for the possibilities to develop an all-round membrane theory based on statistical thermodynamics. The theory can also be used to study crystallization phenomena in polymer solutions.
APPENDIX: MODIFIED FLORY-HUGGINS THEORY
The Flory-Huggins (FH) theory applies to homogeneous systems where no segment density gradients are present. This corresponds to our bulk solution, and in fact it can be shown that our partition function reduces to that of the FH theory for a homogeneous system. The FH theory can therefore be used to find expressions for the chemical potential. However, consistent expresions for the chemical potential are only found if the FH theory is corrected for the fact that a step in a given direction cannot be blocked by other segment-segment bonds in the same direction.
When no preferential orientation of the system takes place, the population of all bond directions is homogeneous, and the resulting correction factors are the same for every bond direction. Following similar arguments as shown above for the general case where inhomogeneities in the z directions were allowed, the resulting partition function for the case that these inhomogeneities are not present (also with respect to the amorphous reference state) is given by The correspondence with Eqs. In this case rf"'b = rf"'*, because we have assumed that both the bulk solution and the reference state are isotropic. A subindex i refers to a property of molecule type i, whereas if i is not specified a summation over all molecules i is assumed. By series expansion of the second and third logarithmic terms, leaving out all square and higher order terms, and putting Z to infinite (so that no order effects are left), the Flory-Huggins equations are recovered.
